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Story highlights:

E-commerce is driving the need for more warehouse space and demand for safety
inventory.

Retail and other organizations might diversify their supply chains to protect themselves.

Big-box retailers are likely to dominate in the search for new last-mile spaces.

COVID-19 has paid a wrathful visit to every business sector, and it further complicated

ful�llment practices in the supply chain. Already disrupted by the U.S.- imposed trade tari�s,

China-dependent supply chains were thwarted as travel restrictions became long-term realities.

Furthermore, the pandemic seemed to disrupt company revenue, diminish consumer

spending, and hence reduce the need for supply. There was cause for concern in the logistics

sector.

But demand has resurfaced in the mid-COVID-19 industry, and the supply chain industry is

undergoing changes that are both strengthening ful�llment processes and increasing demand

for warehouses and distribution centers. An opportunity exists for simultaneous improvements

— better e�ciency and dependency for retailers, and better returns for investors and building

owners in the industrial and logistics sector.

Demand in the Market

It is the era of the e-commerce sale. The transition toward online shopping was a trend before

the pandemic, and quickly became a boom as corporations in all goods and services sectors

pivoted to enable sales without in-person activity. A mid-year review conducted by CBRE

(https://web.archive.org/web/20210412121944/https://www.cbre.com/research-and-

reports/Global-Real-Estate-Market-Outlook-Midyear-Review-July-2020)examined e-commerce

sales as a percentage of total retail sales in the 10 countries with the highest retail output. E-

commerce made up 17% of total sales in 2019, and experts are predicting a rise to 21% by next

year.
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Grocery retailers will further invest in their last-mile locations, and require

more space to distribute their goods as the grocery store experience expands.

It’s worth noting that e-commerce has a two-fold impact on the need for distribution centers.

The �rst wave of demand is coming from the introduction of new industries to the distribution

model. 

For example, a signi�cant amount of new e-commerce activity is coming from the grocery

sector. People are becoming accustomed to ordering their food and beverage goods online. It

can be expected that to adapt to the change in operations, grocery retailers will further invest

in their last-mile locations, and require more space to distribute their goods as the grocery

store experience expands. Globally, delivery requirements for companies selling fresh food

have already spiked demand for short-term lease spaces in Australia and greater Tokyo, as

owners see an increased need to house inventory for online deliveries.

The second driver of demand is the new need for “safety inventory.” Through erratic consumer

behavior, and unpredictable, often backlogged demand, many business owners have found it

necessary to increase their stock in storage for quick replenishment of their ful�llment centers.

Safety inventory helps retailers respond appropriately to those spikes in demand, and is

especially helpful when buyer behavior can’t be observed in-store. It’s a strategy that will

generate more need for warehouse space as retailers across industries continue to have

growing needs for storage.

Era of Independence/End of Inefficiency

There are a few key changes to the distribution process on the horizon that will impact demand

in the market by region and type of operation. The pitfalls of the multi-tiered set up were

exposed by the pandemic. Since most supply chains today consist of many ful�llment steps,

where one warehouse feeds to another, disruptions in supplies and transportation caused

show-stopping bottleneck e�ects. A shift in strategy is to be expected, as retailers �nd more

dependency in an omnichannel approach.



During this procedural reconsideration, supply chains will diversify. The bottleneck e�ect of

mainland China, combined with other factors like rising labor costs and the trade tari�s

previously mentioned, will drive companies into new markets in Asia, Europe and back to the

United States. 

CBRE predicted that established markets near large population sectors will be largely protected

through the recession, where smaller suburban markets that are dictated by local economics

might see some immediate decline. However, secondary and tertiary markets are expected to

fully recover, o�ering owners and investors long-term opportunities should they be able to

weather the short-term storm. 

Companies might be interested in paying for advantaged spaces, creating an

increase in redevelopment projects and a market-wide reward for more

modernized distribution centers.

Lastly, the omnichannel approach foreshadows an increase in demand for larger-size space

blocks. CBRE’s report predicted that �rst-generation, big-box space will capture most of the

upcoming market demand. Furthermore, as more retailers have more need for last-mile

locations, where goods can be stored until they’re delivered directly to the customer, more

occupiers might be interested in paying for advantaged spaces, creating an increase in

redevelopment projects and a market-wide reward for more modernized distribution centers. 

As the supply chain process continues to adapt, the industrial and logistics sector is growing

more and more resilient. The surge in e-commerce and the diversi�cation of the market is

creating a foundation of strength in the industry that will prove largely unshakeable throughout

the recession. Although many changes can be expected, it seems a safe prediction that the

need for distribution centers and warehouse space is only on the rise. 
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